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ABSTRACT

This study uses ensemble Kalman filter analyses and short-range ensemble forecasts to study factors af-

fecting the predictability of Hurricane Humberto, which made landfall along the Texas coast in 2007.

Humberto is known for both its rapid intensification and extreme forecast uncertainty, which makes it an ideal

case in which to examine the origins of tropical cyclone strength forecast error. Statistical correlation is used

to determine why some ensemble members strengthen the incipient low into a hurricane and others do not.

During the analysis period, it is found that variations in midlevel moisture, low-level convective instability,

and strength of a front to the north of the cyclone likely lead to differences in net precipitation, which ulti-

mately leads to storm strength spread. Stronger storms are favored when the atmosphere is more moist and

unstable and when the front is weaker, possibly because some storms in the ensemble begin entraining cooler

and drier postfrontal air during this period. Later during the free forecast, variable entrainment of postfrontal

air becomes a leading cause of strength spread. Surface moisture differences are the primary contributor to

intensity forecast differences, and convective instability differences play a secondary role. Eventually mature

tropical cyclone dynamics and differences in landfall time result in very rapid growth of ensemble spread.

These results are very similar to a previous study that investigated a 2004 Gulf of Mexico low with a different

model and analysis technique, which gives confidence that they are relevant to tropical cyclone formation and

intensification in general. Finally, the rapid increase in forecast uncertainty despite relatively modest dif-

ferences in initial conditions highlights the need for ensembles and advanced data assimilation techniques.

1. Introduction

Understanding the source of uncertainty in tropical

cyclone intensity forecasts continues to be a significant

concern, especially given their recent lack of improvement

(e.g., Franklin 2005; Elsberry et al. 2007). Predictions of

tropical cyclone formation, rapid intensification, and de-

cay remain particularly problematic (Houze et al. 2007),

yet our knowledge on how error grows in such forecasts

remains very limited (Van Sang et al. 2008). A better

understanding of this problem can potentially lead to

improved forecasts and is the motivation of the current

study.

One storm that strongly highlights current problems

forecasting genesis and intensity change is Hurricane

Humberto, which rapidly formed off the upper Texas

coast on the morning of 12 September 2007 (Fig. 1). The

system was operationally declared a tropical depression

at 1500 UTC, although the best-track postevent analysis

issued by the National Hurricane Center (NHC) estimates

that the depression had formed by 0900 UTC and that

the system was a 17.5 m s21 tropical storm by 1200 UTC.

By the time of its landfall east of High Island, Texas, at

0700 UTC 13 September, the storm had strengthened to

a 40 m s21, Category 1 hurricane. Thus, the cyclone in-

tensified by approximately 22.5 m s21 in the 19 h before

its landfall, which makes it the most rapidly intensifying,

near-landfall storm in U.S. records.

Humberto’s development and evolution posed serious

operational forecast challenges since all operational

models failed to capture the storm’s rapid genesis and

intensification. For example, Zhang et al. (2009) dem-

onstrated the severity of the failure of multiple real-time

forecasts by the operational Global Forecast System

(GFS) running at the National Centers for Environ-

mental Prediction (NCEP). They also showed that the
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Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model failed

in postevent, 4.5-km, cloud-resolving simulations that

were initialized with GFS analyses. Furthermore, the

failure of operational models to capture the rapid in-

tensification of Humberto led to large operational in-

tensity forecast errors. Although tropical weather outlooks

issued by the NHC mentioned the preceding disturbance

for several days prior to Humberto’s genesis, none men-

tioned the possibility that depression formation was im-

minent. Ultimately, the average 12-h intensity forecast

error was 300% of long-term average intensity error with

the same lead time.

To better understand how such error arises in tropical

cyclone intensity forecasts, Sippel and Zhang (2008, here-

after SZ08) and Zhang and Sippel (2009, hereafter ZS09)

used mesoscale ensembles and sensitivity experiments to

investigate intensity forecast uncertainty in a nondevel-

oping Gulf of Mexico low. SZ08 found that variations in

convective available potential energy (CAPE) and mois-

ture through a deep layer were two factors that strongly

influenced the genesis forecast. Ensemble members with

higher initial values of these two variables had heavier

subsequent precipitation, which caused their cyclones to

strengthen more quickly. The resulting intensity differ-

ences between cyclones in different ensemble members

increased owing to differences in oceanic heat fluxes and

the extent to which mature tropical cyclone dynamics

were reached (e.g., Emanuel 1986; Rotunno and Emanuel

1987). Meanwhile, ZS09 investigated the same low and

found that differences in initial conditions much smaller

than current observation and analysis error can cause very

large differences in convection and ultimately determine

whether or not a tropical cyclone forms. The strong sen-

sitivity of precipitation (and thus cyclone strength) to

small changes in initial conditions observed in SZ08 and

ZS09 is consistent with previous findings regarding the

negative influence of moist convection on atmospheric

predictability (Islam et al. 1993; Olson et al. 1995; Zhang

et al. 2002, 2003, 2006, 2007; Zhang 2005; Bei and Zhang

2007).

The result in SZ08 and ZS09 that CAPE contributed to

cyclogenesis warrants further study. Generally speaking,

convective instability is not believed to contribute to

tropical cyclone genesis and intensification, especially

compared to midlevel moisture, shear, sea surface tem-

perature, and preexisting vorticity (E. Zipser 2009, per-

sonal communication). The recent study of Nolan et al.

(2007) concurred with that sentiment, finding that there is

no relationship between CAPE and the rate of cyclo-

genesis in an otherwise favorable environment. In addi-

tion, some studies (e.g., Kerns and Zipser 2009) have

elected not to use a convective instability parameter to

statistically discriminate developing from nondeveloping

tropical disturbances. This practice is based partly on the

FIG. 1. The observed and ensemble forecast (a) intensity and (b),(c) track of Hurricane Humberto. In (a) the best-track postanalysis

intensity estimate (black) is compared with time evolution of SLP from individual members of the EnKF analysis (green dashed) and

subsequent ensemble forecast (green solid). In addition, members 8 and 19 are highlighted in orange. In (b), tracks of all ensemble

members (thin black or colored lines), the ensemble mean position (thick black solid line), and the best-track postanalysis (thick black

dotted line) are plotted every 3 h from 1200 UTC 12 Sep to 1500 UTC 13 Sep. In (c) the tracks of members 8 and 19 are shown with the

0600 UTC 13 Sep forecast position of all members (circles). Color represents maximum intensity of the cyclone for the given member

(black: ,25 m s21, blue: ,30 m s21, green: ,35 m s21, yellow: ,40 m s21, and red: .40 m s21). Before 1800 UTC 12 Sep, position is

calculated from the EnKF analysis, and thereafter it is calculated from the ensemble forecast.
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observational finding that the areal extent of precipi-

tation is a better predictor of future tropical cyclone

strength than the intensity of convection (Cecil and Zipser

1999). However, the modeling study of Montgomery et al.

(2006) hypothesized that CAPE plays a role in the in-

tensification of vortical hot towers (VHTs), which are

known to help build the tropical cyclone vortex (Hendricks

et al. 2004). Also, in 2003 a crude representation of at-

mospheric stability was added to the operational Statisti-

cal Hurricane Intensity Prediction System (SHIPS), which

makes statistical–dynamical predictions of hurricane in-

tensity (DeMaria et al. 2005). Thus, some clarification is

needed to elucidate the extent to which convective in-

stability hastens tropical cyclone formation.

This study, which is intended as a follow-up to test the

results of SZ08 and ZS09, will investigate a few of the

factors that led to the extreme forecast errors associ-

ated with Hurricane Humberto. In particular, we exam-

ine the control ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) analyses

of Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-

88D) observations from Zhang et al. (2009) in addition

to a WRF ensemble forecast initialized from an EnKF

analysis and briefly described in their section 3.4. Fur-

ther information on data and methodology is given in

section 2, and an overview of the genesis environment is

presented in section 3. Section 4 examines the ensemble

performance and predictability of the event, while section

5 examines factors that affected Humberto’s predictabil-

ity. A summary and discussion are presented in section 6.

2. Data and methodology

This investigation employs methodology originally

developed in Zhang (2005) and Hawblitzel et al. (2007)

and refined in SZ08 by investigating forecast sensitivity

using an ensemble forecast. A similar method has also

been used by Hakim and Torn (2008) to study the dy-

namics of midlatitude cyclones and by Torn (2010) to

study an African easterly wave.

a. Forecast model and data assimilation methods

The control EnKF-WRF analyses and an ensemble

forecast from Zhang et al. (2009) are used here, and

a brief synopsis of the setup follows [see Zhang et al.

(2009) for full details of the EnKF-WRF setup and per-

formance]. The outer, 40.5-km WRF domain covers the

contiguous United States with 160 3 121 grid points, and

two nested domains cover the south-central United States

and northern Gulf of Mexico with 160 3 121 (253 3 253)

grid points and a grid spacing of 13.5 (4.5) km (see Fig. 2

of Zhang et al. 2009). All model domains have 35 vertical

layers, and the model top is set at 10 hPa. Random, bal-

anced, large-scale perturbations are added to NCEP GFS

analyses at 0000 UTC 12 September to create initial con-

ditions for a 30-member ensemble forecast that is in-

tegrated forward until 0900 UTC. Data assimilation of

thinned and quality-controlled radial velocity observations

from the Corpus Christi (KCRP) and Houston–Galveston

(KHGX) radars begins at 0900 UTC. Assimilation pro-

ceeds in hourly cycles until 1800 UTC 12 September, at

which point an EnKF-initialized ensemble forecast is in-

tegrated forward.

Sea surface temperatures are prescribed according to

the skin temperature of the GFS analysis at 0000 UTC

12 September, which might affect results. Fixed skin tem-

peratures can overestimate the effective mean temper-

ature of the ocean mixed layer, which could artificially

increase cyclone strength. Also, tropical cyclones have

been observed to decrease sea surface temperatures from

18 to ;68C (Black 1983; Bender et al. 1993) in their

wakes. However, in the case of Humberto, the small size

of the storm and short amount of time that higher winds

were actually over the ocean surface likely minimized

the immediate impact to storm intensity. Indeed, sim-

ilar development of Humberto was achieved in another

EnKF analysis and forecast experiment (not shown) in

which sea surface temperatures were updated hourly with

U. S. Navy mesoscale analyses.

The use of an EnKF for the analyses here is a major

difference from the methodology of SZ08. In the analysis

of SZ08, a cold-start technique was used, which possibly

resulted in some artificial overreaction of initial convec-

tion to ambient convective instability during the model

spinup period. For example, precipitation totals in SZ08

were generally considerably higher during the first 12 h

than at later times, especially for those members with

higher CAPE and/or midlevel moisture (e.g., their Fig. 12).

This same trend was noted in the sensitivity study of ZS09

(e.g., their Fig. 7). The possibility that model spinup af-

fected the results in SZ08 and ZS09 is further motivation

for the current work in which the so-called ‘‘hot-start’’

EnKF analyses contains active moist convection.

b. Correlation analysis

As in SZ08, linear correlation is used here with cor-

relation thresholds of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 and verbal de-

scriptions of ‘‘weak,’’ ‘‘moderate,’’ and ‘‘strong.’’ Since

the size of the ensemble used here is larger (i.e., 30 versus

20 members), confidence that a particular level of cor-

relation is statistically different from 0 is higher (the three

thresholds are significant with roughly 90%, 99.5%, and

99.99% confidence, respectively). Although it is well

understood that correlation does not imply causality, it

can be used to demonstrate that ensemble behavior is

consistent with physical reasoning developed in other

studies.
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This study makes frequent use of part (also known as

semipartial) correlation to elucidate relationships when

multiple variables are correlated to one another. In

SZ08 this method was alternatively referred to as sta-

tistical control and to first order it correlates two vari-

ables while effectively holding a third variable constant.

For example, if variables x, y, and z are all correlated,

then (x:y) is the correlation between x and y, and (x:yjz)

is the first-order part correlation between x and y with z

held constant. To calculate this in SZ08, linear regres-

sion between y and z was first used to predict values of y

given z, and x was then correlated to the residuals be-

tween the actual and predicted values of y. Here, more

general iterative equations (equivalent to the above for

the first order) are used for first- and second-order part

correlation, respectively:
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If needed, even higher order part correlation can be

calculated from the iterative procedure used to calculate

(2) from (1). In a simple example, we use the first-order

part correlation to test the sensitivity of storm intensity

(y) at a later time to a particular field (x) given storm

intensity (z) at the time of x.

Investigating which variables early in the genesis phase

are well correlated with the intensity of the mature cy-

clone is useful because it reveals the factors that favor

intensification and increase ensemble spread. Abiding by

the SZ08 convention, here we define the intensity metric

SLPf (to avoid repetitions of long strings of similar words,

this study makes use of many acronyms, a list of which

along with their meanings can be found in Table 1), which

is area-average sea level pressure (SLP) within 20 km of

the cyclone center at 0600 UTC 13 September. This time is

useful because it is before most ensemble members make

landfall, and the intention is for landfall to not impact the

observed correlation structure. However, the results are

very similar with a slightly later time when the mean

strength is higher but more ensemble members have

storms that have made landfall. Finally, as in SZ08 the

negative of SLPf will be used in correlation computa-

tions so that positive correlation with SLPf implies that

a factor favors intensification.

The metric that we use for intensity at times before

0600 UTC 13 September is 1-km potential vorticity (PV)

within 50 km of the center (hereafter PV1). This is

especially important for analysis during the data assim-

ilation period, when the time-lag SLP correlation is not

particularly consistent from one time to the next. For the

free forecast period after 1800 UTC 12 September, PV

and SLP are generally well enough correlated that they

can be used interchangeably to achieve similar results.

3. Synoptic overview and genesis environment

The environment immediately surrounding Hurricane

Humberto was relatively favorable for genesis. The focus

for convection prior to cyclone formation was an inverted

trough at low to mid levels that manifested itself at the

surface as a weak low (Fig. 2). This system had moved

westward across the Gulf of Mexico during the preceding

week, and the NHC recognized it as a potential trigger for

cyclogenesis as early as the afternoon of 10 September.

Convection associated with the disturbance had access

to modest convective instability (Fig. 2c), and it gradu-

ally became more widespread and organized preceding

Humberto’s genesis (Fig. 3). In addition, by 0900 UTC

12 September the local genesis environment had a deep

layer of moist air (Figs. 2a,b,e) with relative humidity ex-

ceeding 85% through 5 km (not shown), which is a nec-

essary genesis ingredient according to Rotunno and

Emanuel (1987) and Emanuel (1989). Finally, the ample

convection in the genesis region likely helped reduce

upper-level PV and build an upper-level ridge above the

circulation center (Fig. 2d). Associated with the ridge was

a minimum in 200–850-hPa vertical wind shear, and mean

shear near the circulation center on 12 September was

well below 12.5 m s21, which is favorable for intensifi-

cation according to DeMaria et al. (2001).

Nevertheless, potentially unfavorable factors lingered

on a larger scale. For example, cooler and drier conti-

nental air was not far north of the developing cyclone

and it could certainly inhibit genesis if it entrained into

the circulation. A synoptic front had entered the region

during the previous days and helped to somewhat mod-

ify the inland air mass prior to Humberto’s genesis. At

0600 UTC 11 September the front was accompanied by

a line of convection and cold cloud tops over northern

TABLE 1. Acronyms and their meanings.

SLPf Average SLP within 20 km of cyclone center

at 0600 UTC 13 Sep

PV1 Average 1-km PV within 50 km of cyclone center

PRCP3h Average 3-h precipitation within specified

isopleths and 200 km of cyclone center

qysfc Surface water vapor mixing ratio

qy3km 3-km water vapor mixing ratio

Tdiff Difference between 2-km temperature and

surface temperature

Tsfc Surface temperature
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Texas (Figs. 3a and 4a), and the air mass over central and

southern Texas was warm and humid. The temperature

gradient along the coast, likely the result of stronger

nocturnal cooling over land than over the Gulf of Mexico,

was not associated with the front. The frontal boundary

moved south throughout the day of 11 September (Fig. 3b),

and by 0600 UTC 12 September the leading edge of

cooler, drier air was draped across the Texas coastal plain

FIG. 2. The 0900 UTC 12 Sep EnKF analysis of thermodynamic, height, PV, wind, and shear fields: (a) 700-hPa mixing ratio (filled every

1 g kg21), height (contoured every 10 m), and wind (full barb represents 5 m s21), (b) surface mixing ratio, wind, and SLP (contoured

every 1 hPa), (c) surface temperature (contoured every 28C), wind, and MUCAPE (filled every 500 J kg21), and (d) 200-hPa height

(contoured every 20 m), PV (smoothed, filled every 0.25 potential vorticity units for positive values and dash-contoured every 0.25

potential vorticity units for negative values), and 200–850-hPa shear (full barb represents 5 m s21), and (e) a cross section along the line in

(a)–(c) of potential temperature (contoured every 4 K) and mixing ratio (filled every g kg21).
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(Fig. 4b). Although the air mass behind the front was

clearly modified from 11 to 12 September, the region

from central Texas to near the coast was slightly cooler

and drier by 12 September than it had previously been

(cf. Figs. 4a,b). The 0900 UTC EnKF analysis in Fig. 2

captures the distinct moisture and instability gradient along

the Texas coast, but it also demonstrates the weakened

state of the front. For example, potential temperature dif-

ferences across the boundary were fairly small and gen-

erally confined to below 850 hPa (Fig. 2e). Nevertheless,

FIG. 3. Enhanced infrared imagery every 12 h from (a) 0600 UTC 11 Sep to (f) 1800 UTC 13 Sep. Images courtesy of

www.rap.ucar.edu/weather/satellite.
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the leading edge of the modified surface air apparently

encroached into the western part of Humberto’s circu-

lation as the storm made landfall (Figs. 4c and 5a), which

might explain the lack of convection on the southwest

side of the storm in both satellite (Figs. 3d–f) and radar

(Fig. 6a) imagery. Finally, the 0900 UTC 12 September

EnKF analysis shows that additional drier pockets at

700 hPa were also farther south over the Gulf of Mexico

(Figs. 2a,e), and they too could potentially hinder genesis.

4. Ensemble performance and predictability

Zhang et al. (2009) found that use of an EnKF could

considerably benefit the prediction of Humberto. In par-

ticular, assimilation of radial velocity observations from

three WSR-88D radars along the Gulf coast resulted in

analyses that accurately depicted the storm’s best-track

position and intensity. In addition, EnKF-initialized de-

terministic (not shown) and ensemble (Fig. 1) forecasts

outperformed operational forecasts by predicting the rapid

formation and intensification of the hurricane.

Not only does this Zhang et al. (2009) ensemble cap-

ture the genesis and rapid intensification of Humberto,

but forecasts from some individual members also rea-

sonably depict Humberto’s structure. To further dem-

onstrate this, Figs. 6a,b compare observed reflectivity

from the time around Humberto’s landfall with derived

2-km reflectivity1 from member 8, which has a relatively

strong storm for the period of interest in this study. The

simulated reflectivity in member 8 generally represents

the central structure of Humberto with a well-organized

central core and a 50% closed eyewall. In terms of min-

imum SLP, it is somewhat weaker than Humberto at its

landfall, but other storms in the ensemble do obtain lower

central pressure (see Fig. 1a).

In addition, certain members also accurately demon-

strate the storm’s interaction with the continental air.

For instance, Fig. 5a shows a mesoscale surface analysis

zoomed in on Humberto’s landfall, and Fig. 5b shows the

corresponding member-8 forecast. The forecast temper-

ature field in Fig. 5b exhibits a very similar wavelike

pattern to that observed in Fig. 5a, and the temperature

difference from the tropical to the continental air is about

the same in both panels. Finally, a wavelike field in sim-

ulated surface moisture (not shown) is also similar to that

seen in the surface observations.

One noticeable problem with all members in Fig. 1 is

that they strengthen the storm too slowly. This is espe-

cially true for members like 19 (Fig. 6c), which does

a mediocre job at representing Humberto’s intensity andFIG. 4. Surface analyses of temperature (solid, every 28C) and

dewpoint (dashed, every 28C) at (a) 0600 11 Sep, (b) 0600 12 Sep,

and (c) 0600 13 Sep. Select observations are shown, but many more

were used in the analysis. The black hurricane symbol in (c) rep-

resents the position of Humberto.

1 Reflectivity is calculated with Read-Interpolate-Plot, version 4

(RIP4), based on the mixing ratios of rain, snow, and graupel.
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structure. While Humberto’s actual central pressure falls

below the lower limit of the ensemble envelope until its

landfall, many ensemble members obtain a central pres-

sure similar to the lowest observed with the storm because

their simulated storms make landfall later. Yet, despite

this error, all members perform better than did the op-

erational models.

The ensemble captures Humberto’s general track, but

it moves the storm northeastward too slowly. For exam-

ple, in Figs. 1b,c the actual position of the cyclone at

1500 UTC 13 September is well northeast of all the en-

semble members. This error is partly a result of a slow

left-of-track deviation that takes place after 1800 UTC

12 September (i.e., after the final EnKF analysis) in many

of the ensemble members. This deviation might be the

result of error present in the mean advective wind field

of the environment, which is only weakly constrained by

the Doppler radar observations. Ensemble members with

the most severe deviation have storms that make landfall

too early and far south, and in members with lesser de-

viation, the landfall location forecast is more accurate

but 6–12 h too late (Fig. 1).

Despite the benefits of data assimilation, the very large

ensemble intensity spread in Fig. 1a exemplifies the large

FIG. 5. A mesoscale view of Humberto’s landfall from both the (a) observed and (b) modeling perspectives. The

analysis in (a) is at 0600 UTC 13 Sep and utilizes data from outside the displayed domain and at both earlier and later

times for consistency. The central position and minimum pressure of the cyclone are determined from the NHC post-

analysis valid at the same time. Full wind barbs represent 5 m s21 and analyzed fields are as follows: pressure is con-

toured every 4 hPa from 986 to 1006 hPa (thin black lines) and every 1 hPa at and above 1010 hPa (thick black lines),

and temperature is contoured every 18C. The forecast in (b) is taken from member 8 of the ensemble at 1500 UTC 13 Sep.

Surface temperature is shaded every 18C, pressure is contoured as in (a), and surface wind vectors are shown.

FIG. 6. Radar reflectivity from (a) the KHGX WSR-88D radar and (b),(c) the forecast around the time of Humberto’s observed and

simulated landfall on 13 Sep. Observed reflectivity in (a) is taken from the 0.58 elevation angle and derived reflectivity in (b) and (c) is

taken from the 2-km level in ensemble members (b) 8 and (c) 19. All panels cover approximately the same domain, and surface wind

vectors and SLP (contoured every 4 hPa) are also shown in (b) and (c) with the minimum central SLP in the bottom left corner.
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uncertainty associated with the intensity forecast of

Hurricane Humberto. In fact, ensemble spread grows

much more rapidly in the case of Humberto than in the

2004 Gulf low studied in SZ08 and ZS09. For instance,

the minimum SLP envelope here spans nearly 30 hPa af-

ter 18 h of forecast time (i.e., by 1200 UTC 13 September

in Fig. 1a), but the envelope in the gulf low was only

14 hPa after 36 h (when sampled on their 3.3-km grid,

see Fig. 3 of ZS09). As a result of the larger intensity

spread in the Humberto case, the root mean of differ-

ence total energy (RM-DTE)2 error grows much faster.

In Fig. 7, RM-DTE increases from about 3 m s21 at

1800 UTC 12 September to over 10 m s21 by 1200 UTC

13 September (to facilitate comparison to SZ08, RM-

DTE in Fig. 7 has been sampled every seven grid points,

or 31.5 km). This .300% RM-DTE increase occurs in

only half the time of a similar percentage increase in SZ08

(see their Fig. 5). Thus, forecast uncertainty is consider-

ably higher with Humberto than with the 2004 Gulf low.

Ultimately, the presence of extreme spread with the rel-

atively accurate ensemble-mean performance renders this

an excellent case with which to test the results of SZ08.

5. Factors affecting predictability

This section divides the dynamical examination into

two general time periods: one is from 0900 to 1800 UTC

12 September and the other is after 1800 UTC. The reason

for doing this is that 1800 UTC marks the end of the

data assimilation period and the beginning of the free

ensemble forecast. Thus, the pre–1800 UTC period con-

tains hourly adjustments associated with assimilation,

whereas the forecast period is free of such adjustments.

These adjustments can potentially affect the dynamic

evolution in ways that might not be natural (e.g., through

imbalance that initiates or strengthens convection, sim-

ilar to the possible overreaction of precipitation to initial

CAPE and moisture in SZ08), but they typically decrease

in magnitude after multiple assimilation cycles (Snyder

and Zhang 2003; Zhang et al. 2004). Therefore, statisti-

cally inferred dynamics are less likely to be artificially

affected by the assimilation process nearer 1800 UTC.

Furthermore, use of covariance relaxation means that an

EnKF cycle only updates perturbations to the ensem-

ble mean by 15%, keeping 85% of their previous value.

Regardless, we only briefly examine ensemble evolution

during the data assimilation period in light of the afore-

mentioned caveat, and the main focus of this study is on

the free ensemble forecast period.

It should be remembered that error in the ensemble-

mean intensity and track might be associated with error

in the statistically inferred dynamics as well. For instance,

because the simulated intensification lags the observed

intensification, it is likely that mature tropical cyclone

dynamics commenced in nature sooner than they com-

mence in the simulation. It is also possible that track error

in most ensemble members results in different interaction

between the cyclone and inland air than was actually

observed. These errors are likely a result of error in the

larger-scale analysis and in the forecast model, which is

not examined here.

FIG. 7. RM-DTE (every 1 m s21) for the approximate area of domain 3 at (a) 1800 UTC 12 Sep and (b) 1200 UTC

13 Sep. Sampling is limited to every seven grid points (31.5 km) to facilitate comparison with Fig. 5 from SZ08, which

shows RM-DTE sampled to a 30-km grid.

2 Here difference total energy is defined as DTE 5 0.5(u9u9 1

y9y9 1 kT9T9) and k 5 Cp/Tr (Cp 5 1004.9 J kg21 K21 and Tr 5

270 K). Primes denote differences between an ensemble member

and the ensemble mean. See SZ08 for more details.
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a. Data assimilation period: Vortex building and
thermodynamics

To elucidate what builds the initial vortex and in-

creases spread before 1800 UTC 12 September, we first

examine the relationship between PV1 (i.e., area-average

1-km PV), precipitation and SLPf (i.e., area-average

SLP just before landfall). The precipitation metric we

use, which is average 3-h precipitation within certain

ensemble-mean isopleths and 200 km of the center (here-

after PRCP3h), represents the net amount of latent heat-

ing for different precipitation intensities.3 Figure 8a shows

the direct correlation between PRCP3h and SLPf, and to

examine this relationship independent of previous pre-

cipitation and storm intensity, the second-order part cor-

relation between SLPf and PRCP3h (controlling for both

antecedent PRCP3h and PV1) is also shown in Fig. 8b.

Thus, while Fig. 8a shows the relationship between pre-

cipitation and future intensity, Fig. 8b shows when pre-

cipitation is most likely to independently contribute

to intensification. Furthermore, to better illustrate the

spatial relationship between precipitation and PV during

the vortex-building phase, Fig. 9 shows ensemble-mean

1-km PV and 3-h precipitation at 0900, 1200, 1500, and

1800 UTC 12 September.

Latent heating during the data assimilation period

before 1800 UTC appears to increase low-level PV, and

differences in latent heating affect the spread of both

PV1 and SLPf. In Fig. 9, the PV anomaly present in the

0900 UTC analysis strengthens considerably amid the

heavy precipitation [consistent with Haynes and McIntyre

(1987)]. Most of the increase in PV occurs between 1500

and 1800 UTC when widespread heavy precipitation be-

gins to fall and the ensemble-mean 1-km PV anomaly

doubles in strength from 4 to 8 PVU (Figs. 9c,d). Con-

comitant with the increase in PV is weak part correlation

between PRCP3h and SLPf (Fig. 8b), which is indepen-

dent of both prior precipitation and PV strength. Fur-

thermore, when the precipitation metric is analyzed in

hourly increments (not shown), weak to moderate part

correlation between precipitation and SLPf begins as

early as 1100 UTC. Likewise, correlation between PV1

and SLPf increases steadily through the morning of

12 September (Fig. 9) and it becomes strong as pre-

cipitation grows heavier and the low-level PV anomaly

dramatically intensifies.

Understanding that differences in net precipitation be-

fore 1800 UTC likely lead to variance in vortex strength,

we now turn our attention to factors that might affect

precipitation. Our focus will be on low to mid level ther-

modynamics, which SZ08 found to be the main factor that

contributed to simulated cyclogenesis. Thus, Figs. 10a–d

show ensemble-mean 3-km water vapor mixing ratio

(hereafter qy3km), surface water vapor mixing ratio

(hereafter qysfc), most unstable CAPE (MUCAPE),4

and the difference between surface and 2-km tempera-

tures (a proxy for low-level convective instability, hereafter

Tdiff), and their respective second-order part correlation

FIG. 8. Relationship between PRCP3h and SLPf as a function of precipitation intensity and time between 0900 UTC

12 and 0600 UTC 13 Sep. (a) Correlation between PRCP3h and SLPf and (b) part correlation controlling for antecedent

PRCP3h and PV1. Correlation greater than 0 is shaded; thresholds 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 are outlined with a bold line.

Differences in the shaded region between (a) and (b) are a result of the PRCP3h control in (b).

3 Generally similar results are obtained with slightly different

metrics for both storm strength (i.e., PV) and precipitation, showing

significant part correlation between SLPf and precipitation be-

tween 1500 and 2100 UTC 12 September and again between 0300

and 0600 UTC 13 September.

4 MUCAPE is computed as the CAPE for the parcel in each

column with maximum equivalent potential temperature within

the lowest 3000 m. Following the recommendation of Doswell and

Rasmussen (1994), virtual potential temperature is used in this

calculation.
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with SLPf as a function of radius. Each variable is azi-

muthally averaged in a Lagrangian, storm-centered

framework with 20-km annuli, and the correlation is com-

puted after the average is taken. Furthermore, part cor-

relation is calculated controlling for PV1 and antecedent

PRCP3h at the 5-mm threshold.

During the data assimilation period, the strongest pre-

dictors of future storm intensity in an area-average sense

are low-level stability and 3-km moisture. From about

1200 to 1500 UTC average Tdiff beyond 20 km from the

center is weakly correlated with SLPf (Fig. 10a), which

suggests that more intense and widespread precipitation

could be a result of higher near-surface instability. How-

ever, reservation must be used in interpreting this result

early in the assimilation period because of the possible

influence of EnKF adjustments. In addition to low-level

instability, qy3km is weakly related to SLPf in the 1500–

1800 UTC time frame. The significant qy3km correlation in

Fig. 10d moves radially inward with time, which suggests

that SLPf is sensitive to the moisture of midlevel air that

is being drawn into the system as the vortex is built. This

result is quite similar to that of SZ08, which showed initial

midlevel moisture to be an important factor that in-

fluences genesis. Finally, a lack of concomitant positive

part correlation between relative humidity and SLPf (not

shown) might suggest that the pathway from water vapor

differences to strength variability herein goes directly

through latent heating and is not related to the ability of

high relative humidity to prevent cold downdrafts. This is

also similar to the results of SZ08.

Expanding to a regional view, uncertainty in the strength

of the front discussed in section 3 also appears to increase

spread before 1800 UTC 12 September. To demonstrate

this, Fig. 11 examines ensemble-mean qysfc and surface

temperature Tsfc and their respective part correlation

with SLPf at 1200 UTC 12 September (controlling for

PV1 and PRCP3h h within the ensemble-mean 5-mm

isopleth). A feature common to these figure panels and

intermittently present during the pre–1800 UTC period

is weak to moderate correlation along and north of the

FIG. 9. Ensemble-mean 3-h precipitation (shaded every 10 mm), surface wind vectors, and 1-km PV (contoured

at 1, 2, 4, and 8 PVU) valid at (a) 0900, (b) 1200, (c) 1500, and (d) 1800 UTC 12 Sep. Analysis is completed in

a Lagrangian framework, and for spatial reference the map background is plotted so that the circulation center is

located at the ensemble-mean position of the cyclone.
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gradients in moisture and temperature. Thus, for a storm

with given latent heating and intensity, when surface

temperature and low-level moisture are higher in this

region, the strength of the cyclone is greater at 0600 UTC

13 September. Since the southern extent of the gradients

marks the ensemble-mean leading edge of the slightly

cooler and drier continental air, the correlation pattern

implies that either a weaker front or greater distance

between the cyclone and the continental air mass will re-

sult in a stronger cyclone. This suggests that the cyclones

in some members ingest postfrontal air prior to 1800 UTC,

which could hinder latent heating and the rate of genesis.

Aside from precipitation, another source of increasing

PV is likely the data assimilation process. For example,

FIG. 10. The Lagrangian evolution of various ensemble-mean thermodynamic variables and their relationship with

storm intensity: (a) Tdiff (shaded every 0.58C), (b) MUCAPE (shaded every 200 J kg21), (c) qysfc (shaded every

0.5 g kg21), (d) qy3km (shaded every 0.5 g kg21), (e) total (latent 1 sensible) oceanic heat fluxes (FLUX, shaded

every 100 W m22), and (f) 1–9-km average diabatic heating (DH, shaded every 0.5 K h 21). In (a)–(d), the respective

second-order part correlation with SLPf (controlling for PV1 and PRCP3h within the 5-mm isopleth) is contoured in

black; (e) and (f) show the direct correlation with SLPf. In addition, the correlation between FLUX and surface

temperature is overlain in white in (e). Positive (negative) correlation is contoured in solid (dashed) lines at 0.3, 0.5,

and 0.7 (20.3, 20.5, 20.7) with increasing magnitude of correlation indicated by increasing line thickness. All

variables are displayed as a function of radius and time from 0900 12 Sep to 0600 UTC 13 Sep and averaged in 20-km

annuli before the correlation is computed.
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data assimilation apparently increases low-level PV in

the absence of convection between 1200 and 1500 UTC

(Figs. 9b,c) and it likely continues to do so as convection

intensifies after 1500 UTC. The extent to which data

assimilation acts independent of ensemble dynamics to

build the vortex is beyond the scope of this study.

b. Post–1800 UTC evolution

The previous subsection showed that spread in storm

intensity is likely a result of differences in precipitation

during the data assimilation period. Thus, any factors that

influence precipitation in the storm genesis region, in-

cluding low- to midlevel thermodynamics and the strength

and position of the front to the north of the storm, also

apparently affect intensity spread. Since precipitation

variance after 1800 UTC continues to be a significant con-

tributor to SLPf spread (Fig. 8), we proceed by examining

what factors act after 1800 UTC to affect precipitation and

increase intensity spread even further.

1) FRONT–CYCLONE INTERACTION

The aforementioned uncertainty in the interaction

between the cyclone and continental air more strongly

affects ensemble spread between 1800 UTC 12 Sep-

tember and 0600 UTC 13 September. For example, be-

tween 1200 and 2100 UTC 12 September, in Fig. 11, the

signal of negative correlation to front strength intensifies

considerably and wraps around the north and west sides

of the ensemble-mean cyclone. The signal reaches its peak

strength at 2100 UTC, which is also when part correlation

between PRCP3h and SLPf is strongest (Fig. 8b). A sim-

ilar pattern is also seen in Figs. 12a,b, which shows similar

data to that of Fig. 11 for the MUCAPE and Tdiff stability

parameters. This implies that ingestion of cooler, drier,

and more stable air hinders strengthening in some mem-

bers and that less cyclone–front interaction is preferable

for intensification.

Differences in storm track become increasingly relevant

in determining the extent of cyclone–front interaction

FIG. 11. Ensemble-mean Lagrangian (a),(b) qysfc (shaded every 1 g kg21), and (c),(d) Tsfc (shaded every 18C) and

their second-order part correlation with SLPf at 1200 and 2100 UTC 12 Sep. Correlation is calculated controlling for

PV1 and PRCP3h within the 5-mm isopleth and contoured as in Fig. 10. Surface wind vectors are also shown. For

spatial reference, the map background is plotted so that the circulation center is located at the ensemble-mean

position of the cyclone.
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during the free forecast period. At and before 1800 UTC,

track spread is fairly low because EnKF analyses adjust

the cyclone position in all members toward the observed

track. However, position spread increases substantially

after 1800 UTC when the background wind is free to

advect cyclones without track adjustment by the filter. In

the present case, storm latitude varies much less than

storm longitude, and longitude is best correlated with

zonal mean wind only in the lowest kilometer (the mag-

nitude of this correlation decreases quickly for mean

wind over greater depths). In effect, storms surrounded

by stronger 0–1-km westerly winds take a more easterly

course parallel to the frontal boundary (e.g., member 8

in Fig. 1c), while those encompassed in stronger easterly

flow move northwest toward the boundary (e.g., mem-

ber 19 in Fig. 1c). The 2100 UTC result of larger track

spread is a much stronger track-dependent difference in

interaction between the cyclone and continental air. This

is demonstrated in Fig. 13, where member 19 (Fig. 13b)

has a cyclone that is visibly farther west and closer to the

moisture gradient than that in member 8 (Fig. 13a). Thus,

much of the intensity forecast uncertainty herein can be

ascribed to differences in storm track near the decaying

frontal boundary.

Differences in front strength also have some impact on

cyclone intensity spread. To demonstrate this, Fig. 12c

shows the part correlation between 2100 UTC qysfc and

SLPf, controlling for position as well as PV1 and PRCP3h.

While adding the additional control for position reduces

both the magnitude and areal extent of significant cor-

relation (cf. Figs. 11b and 12c), there is still a fairly large

region of weak correlation wrapping around the cyclone

and inland over southeast Texas and Louisiana. This

shows that, regardless of where a storm is or how strong

it is, when the air over a large region near the storm is

more moist, SLPf is lower.

Figure 10 shows more clearly how frontal interaction

relates to intensity in a mean sense. For example, from

the 1800 UTC analysis through 0600 UTC, average qysfc

is moderately to strongly related to SLPf (Fig. 10c). The

relatively weaker and noisier signals for MUCAPE and

Tdiff in Fig. 12 are also reflected in their lower correla-

tion in Figs. 10a,b. Meanwhile, except for within 20 km

of the center, Fig. 10d shows that SLPf seems to be less

sensitive to 3-km moisture than to the other thermody-

namic variables analyzed. As before, there is no consis-

tent positive correlation between relative humidity and

SLPf (not shown).

Comparison of Fig. 14 with Figs. 1 and 13 illustrates

how the aforementioned mechanisms apparently lead to

an increasingly large difference between the cyclones in

member 8 (Figs. 14a–c) and member 19 (Figs. 14d–f)

from 2100 UTC 12 September to 0300 UTC 13 Septem-

ber. Member 8, which is much farther from the moisture

gradient in Fig. 13, continues to have strong convection

near the cyclone center. Meanwhile, most of the convec-

tion in member 19 is weaker and in a southwest–northeast

oriented band well removed from the center. Thus, not

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11 but for (a) MUCAPE (shaded every

100 J kg21) and (b) Tdiff (shaded every 18C) at 2100 UTC 12 Sep

and (c) qysfc (shaded every 0.5 g kg21) with correlation controlling

for position as well as PV1 and PRCP3h at 2100 UTC 12 Sep.
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only is the member-8 cyclone stronger at 2100 UTC, but

it strengthens more quickly between 2100 and 0300 UTC.

This difference is similar to those between other en-

semble members and continues in the ensemble beyond

0600 UTC 13 September. The result in terms of mini-

mum SLP spread (i.e., standard deviation) is an increase

from 1.6 to 3.3 hPa from 1800 UTC 12 September to

0600 UTC 13 September. Thus, uncertainty in the cy-

clone strength forecast more than doubles in this time

period.

2) SURFACE MOISTURE VERSUS ATMOSPHERIC

STABILITY

A serious question related to Figs. 10–12 is whether the

measures of convective instability and surface moisture

relate independently to intensification. All are moder-

ately strong predictors of SLPf but they are also strongly

correlated to one another (not shown), and it is possible

for the correlation between intensity and any of these

variables to be a result of correlation between intensity

FIG. 13. Surface mixing ratio (shaded every 1 g kg21) and wind vectors are shown for members (a) 8 and (b) 19 at

2100 UTC 12 Sep. The approximate leading edge of dry, continental air is marked with a bold dashed line at the

17-g kg21 isodrosotherm, and the track of the member in each panel is shown with a thick black line.

FIG. 14. The evolution of SLP (contoured at every 4 hPa), surface winds, and simulated radar reflectivity (shaded every 10 dBZ) for

members (a)–(c) 8 and (d)–(f) 19. The minimum central pressure is indicated in the lower left corner of each panel.
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and another one of these variables. Thus, statistical con-

trol is used in Fig. 15 to investigate how qvsfc and both

MUCAPE and Tdiff are independently correlated to

SLPf. All panels in Fig. 15 show considerable reduction

in correlation compared to Figs. 10a–c, though this is

expected since less variance remains after controlling for

a variable [i.e., z1 in Eq. (1)], that is highly correlated with

the independent variable being tested [i.e., x in Eq. (1)].

Yet the relative magnitudes of part correlation in Fig. 15

are consistent with those in Fig. 10 and suggest that qvsfc

is a more important contributor to intensification than

either MUCAPE or Tdiff. However, the remaining weak

correlation in Figs. 15a,c implies that atmospheric sta-

bility is a secondary intensification factor. This result is

generally similar to the finding in SZ08 that a deep layer

of moist air is the most important contributor to genesis,

and MUCAPE contributes to a lesser degree. Neverthe-

less, fully investigating the independent roles of moisture

and atmospheric stability requires idealized experiments

in which they are independently changed, which is beyond

the scope of this study.

3) MATURE TROPICAL CYCLONE STAGE

Mature tropical cyclone dynamics appears to become

active late on 12 September. One indication of the onset

of such dynamics is the cessation of negative correlation

between precipitation and surface temperature, which

likely indicates diminishment of cold convective down-

drafts (Rotunno and Emanuel 1987; Emanuel 1989) that

are prevalent throughout much of 12 September. For

example, in Fig. 16a surface temperatures downstream

of the boxed area are weakly to moderately anticorrelated

to mean precipitation within the boxed region. However,

after about 2100 UTC anticorrelation between precipita-

tion and downstream Tsfc ceases to be statistically signif-

icant (Fig. 16b), which reflects a similar trend seen also in

an area-average sense (not shown). This change occurs

absent significant correlation between low- to midlevel

FIG. 15. The relationship between MUCAPE, Tdiff, qysfc, and intensity. (a) Third-order part correlation between

MUCAPE and SLPf, controlling for qysfc, PRCP3h within the 5-mm isopleth and PV1. (b) Part correlation between

qysfc and SLPf controlling for MUCAPE, PRCP3h, and PV1. (c) Part correlation between Tdiff and SLPf controlling

for qysfc, PRCP3h, and PV1. (d) Part correlation between qysfc and SLPf controlling for Tdiff PRCP3h, and PV1.

Correlation is filled every 0.1 above 0.1, and thresholds of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 are indicated with bold lines.
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relative humidity and SLPf, which again suggests that

variability in the humidity field does not influence down-

draft intensity and drive spread in the ensemble. Instead,

it seems more likely that downdrafts in all ensemble

members weaken as mean relative humidity increases.

Other changes also signify a more mature mean cy-

clone by early 13 September. For example, oceanic heat

fluxes and their correlation with SLPf increase steadily

through 12 September (Fig. 10e). Furthermore, at and be-

fore 0000 UTC 13 September the negative correlation

between fluxes and Tsfc likely indicates that fluxes re-

spond to cool downdrafts (Fig. 10e), which were shown to

diminish after 0000 UTC. This is similar to the recovery

period, observed in SZ08 and ZS09, in which surface

heat fluxes helped the boundary layer to recover before

the onset of more rapid intensification. Indeed, this cor-

relation and the similar correlation between fluxes and

qysfc (not shown) rapidly increase between 0000 and

0600 UTC (Fig. 10e), which shows that storms with

stronger oceanic heat fluxes begin to have warm, moist

surface air over a large area surrounding their centers.

Storm organization also changes, and ensemble-mean la-

tent heating and its correlation with SLPf migrate radially

inward and increase dramatically at a radius of 20–40 km

between 1800 and 0000 UTC (Fig. 10f). This likely in-

dicates an increase in organization of the core of the

stronger storms in particular and possible formation of

a partial eyewall and/or a strong primary rainband. Such

formation is evident in member 8 by 0300 UTC (Fig. 14c).

The evolution to a mature tropical cyclone in many

members increases existing spread. With the appar-

ent weakening of downdrafts and enhanced fluxes in

the strongest members easily modifying cooler surface

air, convective instability near the center increases and

provides a more favorable environment for heavy pre-

cipitation (Fig. 10b). The result that a storm can strengthen

more quickly, as the deleterious effects of downdrafts

decrease and fluxes increase, is an essential character-

istic of mature tropical cyclone dynamics according to

Rotunno and Emanuel (1987) and Emanuel (1989). Thus,

mature storms in the ensemble strengthen more quickly

than weaker storms, commencing mature tropical cyclone

dynamics and marking a period of increasingly rapid in-

tensification.

4) ENSEMBLE EVOLUTION AFTER 0600 UTC

Diversity in track continues increasing in importance

after 0600 UTC as differing landfall times work with the

previously described mechanisms to drive spread even

higher. Because the airmass boundary lies parallel to the

coast, varying landfall times act to increase existing dif-

ferences in strength in the same sense as cyclone–front

interaction. Strength spread due to landfall should ob-

viously overwhelm the signal of the cyclone–front in-

teraction as a substantial part of the ensemble begins to

make landfall, but recall that all previous correlation

analysis is constructed in a way that minimizes this by

defining SLPf at 0600 UTC 13 September. An example

of the increased differences after 0600 UTC comes from

comparing Figs. 1, 6, and 14. The cyclone in member 19

makes landfall between 0300 and 0600 UTC and weakens

thereafter. Meanwhile, the storm in member 8 strengthens

to a 34 m s21 hurricane before making landfall between

1500 and 1800 UTC 13 September. In terms of the entire

ensemble, minimum SLP spread approximately doubles

again from 3.3 to 6 hPa between 0600 and 1200 UTC

13 September and continues to rapidly increase until

storms in most members make landfall.

FIG. 16. Ensemble-mean precipitation (shaded every 10 mm) from (a) 1800 to 2100 UTC and (b) 0000 to 0300 UTC

and correlation between surface temperature and area-average precipitation within the gray box. Correlation is

contoured as in Fig. 10, and surface wind vectors are also shown. For spatial reference, the map background is plotted

so that the circulation center is located at the ensemble-mean position of the cyclone.
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The obvious sensitivity of cyclone intensification in

the ensemble to the track (because of both differing

interaction with continental air and landfall times) is im-

portant for understanding predictability. As previously

mentioned, the longitude of the cyclone is best related

to the mean zonal wind in the lowest 1 km. In fact, the

200-km track envelope at 1200 UTC 13 September can

largely be explained by the maximum difference among

ensemble members in mean 1-km zonal winds surround-

ing the cyclone, which averages around 2.5–3.0 m s21

during the free forecast. What makes this so interesting

is that the approximately 0.75 m s21 spread in the 1-km

zonal wind component near the cyclone is about half of

NCEP-assumed rawinsonde observation error at the same

level (1.5 m s21). SZ08 and ZS09 showed that analysis

error in marine environments can rival or exceed rawin-

sonde error, so differences in wind less than typical ob-

servation or analysis error can result in track differences

that control whether or not a hurricane forms in as little as

18 h. This is reminiscent of the results of ZS09, which also

found that very small differences in initial conditions can

determine whether or not a tropical cyclone develops.

5) VERTICAL WIND SHEAR

Vertical wind shear is also known to inhibit genesis, so

its relation to intensification in the ensembles is also

briefly mentioned here. Mean shear within 300 km of the

center (measured through multiple levels, not shown) is

fairly weak during the entire period, and there is no

consistent signal of significant part correlation between

shear and SLPf. Thus, it does not appear that shear has

an impact on ensemble spread here.

6. Summary and discussion

Using a WRF-EnKF analysis system and an ensemble

forecast initialized with EnKF perturbations from Zhang

et al. (2009), this study has investigated mechanisms lead-

ing to the extreme forecast uncertainty associated with

Hurricane Humberto (2007). Humberto rapidly formed

off the upper Texas coast and posed significant intensity

forecast problems before its landfall less than a day later.

In this study, similar methodology to that of SZ08 is used

to investigate why storms in some ensemble members

rapidly form a hurricane and others do not. This research

presents a considerable improvement upon SZ08 owing

to use of the hot-start EnKF analysis technique and be-

cause the storm in the present study develops, whereas

SZ08 is a null case without observed development.

Strength differences during the analysis period, before

1800 UTC 12 September, are related to differences in

precipitation, which themselves appear to originate due

to differences in low-level convective instability, midlevel

moisture, and a weak surface front to the north of the

developing cyclone. Variance in precipitation begins to

influence strength spread as early as 1100 UTC and con-

tinues to do so through the morning. In the presence of

heavy precipitation, ensemble-mean PV increases, as does

the correlation between PV and later storm intensity.

Meanwhile, ensemble members with greater low-level

convective instability, midlevel moisture, and a weaker

front during these same periods have cyclones that

strengthen more quickly. Although the relationship

between midlevel moisture and cyclone intensification is

consistent with the long-held belief that ample moisture

through a deep layer is necessary for tropical cyclone

development, more caution must be taken in interpreting

the sensitivity to stability, particularly early in the analysis

period. It is possible, especially early during the assimi-

lation period, that adjustments associated with the data

assimilation cycles result in artificial sensitivity to atmo-

spheric stability. However, such adjustments tend to de-

crease when cycling is used to produce analyses (e.g.,

Snyder and Zhang 2003; Zhang et al. 2004), and the

dynamics inferred nearer 1800 UTC are less likely to be

unreliable. Finally, the negative relationship between cy-

clone intensity and the strength of the front implies that

some ensemble members ingest cooler, drier continental

air before 1800 UTC, which hinders intensification.

Increasing spread early in the free forecast period is

strongly related to differences in the interaction between

cyclones and the continental air to the north. Varying

surface moisture and convective instability near the cy-

clone, related to both the strength of the front and prox-

imity of the cyclone to the remnant front, appear to result

in different cyclone intensification rates and a doubling of

minimum SLP spread between 1800 UTC 12 September

and 0600 UTC 13 September. owing to a strong re-

lationship between convective instability and surface

moisture, it is difficult to precisely determine the extent to

which they act independently to promote intensification.

However, the results here suggest that low-level moisture

is the primary intensification mechanism and that atmo-

spheric stability augments changes in strength.

Ensemble statistics also suggest that several other fac-

tors act in concert with front–cyclone interaction to drive

spread even higher on 13 September. First, the increase in

oceanic heat fluxes and diminishment of cold downdrafts

are among a number of statistical and mean changes that

imply the commencement of mature tropical cyclone

dynamics in many ensemble members around 0000 UTC.

With such dynamics in place, stronger cyclones inten-

sify more rapidly than weaker cyclones, thus increasing

spread. Second, storms in many ensemble members begin

to make landfall after 0600 UTC. Since the coastline also

marks the boundary of continental air, varying landfall
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time increases spread in the same sense of differing in-

teraction between the cyclone and continental air. Of

course, the impact of landfall is much more severe and

likely becomes the dominant mechanism for increasing

spread after 0600 UTC. With multiple mechanisms acting

to increase spread during this later period, its rate of in-

crease becomes considerably faster than on 12 September.

These results are important because they generally

confirm the main findings of SZ08. Although the ensem-

ble initialization method, the genesis environment, and

the storm itself are very different here than in SZ08, en-

semble statistics again suggest that moisture and con-

vective instability modulate the rate of intensification.

Curiously, in both studies variability in moisture seems to

be most important for its direct impact upon latent heating

and not because of any variance in cold downdraft miti-

gation. The increase in spread due to the commencement

of mature tropical cyclone dynamics is also similar to the

findings of SZ08. As in SZ08, these results justify the in-

clusion of a convective instability metric as a secondary

parameter that can modulate the rate of intensification,

such as in the SHIPS model (e.g., DeMaria et al.2005).

Results here might also support the idea of Montgomery

et al. (2006) that CAPE enhances genesis by feeding vor-

tical hot towers, though the relationship between VHTs

and net latent heating is not clear at this point.

One of the most intriguing results of this study is the

extreme sensitivity to very small changes in initial condi-

tions. This is best demonstrated by the sensitivity to cy-

clone track, which controls much of the sensitivity to

front–cyclone interaction and all of the sensitivity to

landfall time. In particular, storm longitude seems to be

more relevant than latitude because it shows considerably

more variance among ensemble members. Storm longi-

tude is well correlated with the mean low-level zonal wind

surrounding the cyclone, and differences in mean wind

seem to explain the observed track envelope quite well.

What is so alarming is that spread in zonal wind sur-

rounding the cyclone is only 0.5–0.75 m s21, which is

considerably less than NCEP-assumed rawinsonde error

and potentially less than analysis error in a marine envi-

ronment. Thus, in certain circumstances, differences in

initial conditions smaller than observational or analysis

uncertainty can strongly modulate the extent to which

a tropical cyclone develops. This result is very similar to

that of ZS09, which found that error far smaller than can

be detected by any analysis or observation system can

determine whether or not a tropical cyclone will form.

The very large spread in this case further demonstrates

the limit of practical predictability of hurricane intensity,

discussed in ZS09, and illustrates the need for developing

advanced ensemble prediction systems to provide event-

dependent probabilistic forecasts and risk assessment.
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